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What is ANKR? 
ANKR is a tag you can attach to your 
important stuff and track with an app on 
your phone. The ANKR app: 
1. Notifies you if you leave something 
behind. 

2. Records your item’s last known location. 

3. Displays directions to help you find your 
way back to the ANKR . 

4. Can ring your ANKR to help you find it 
nearby. 

Will the ANKR drain my 
phone battery? 
You shouldn’t notice any change. ANKR 
uses 99% less power than traditional 
Bluetooth devices thanks to Bluetooth 
Smart technology and our own active 
battery management techniques when 
getting location updates. 

Depending on your device model, you 
may see a 1-5% extra battery usage per 
day. 

What’s with the design of 
the ANKR? 
We wanted ANKR to feel smooth in the 
hand, look great on a bag, blend in with 
your keys, and easily slip into those skinny 
jeans. 

How big is an ANKR? 
ANKR is small enough to fit in your wallet. 
The exact dimensions are 55mm (Length) 
x 31mm (Width) x 4mm avg, 5.5mm peak 
(Height).  

ANKR only weighs 8 grams. For you 
Americans unfamiliar with the metric 
system that’s the weight of a quarter and a 
dime, or the weight of Florida humidity.

What technology does 
ANKR use? 
ANKR communicates over Bluetooth 
but uses a proprietary system 
combining Bluetooth Smart and 
beacon technology called “ANKR 
Engine.”  

Do I have to pair ANKR 
with my phone? 
No. ANKRs are easy to setup with no 
pairing involved. 

Which smart phones run 
the ANKR app? 
ANKR supports iPhone 4s and newer, as 
well as iPad and iPad Mini devices 
capable of running iOS 9.3 and above, 
and Apple Watch Series 1 and 2. ANKR 
also supports devices running Android 
5.0 and newer with Bluetooth versions 
4.1 and above. However, ANKR is not 
supported by Windows or Blackberry 
devices at this time. Please visit 
ANKR.com for updates on device and 
operating system specifications. 

What comes with the 
ANKR? 
The following items are included in the 
ANKR box:  
- ANKR 
- Removable key ring 
- Quick setup guide 
- ANKR Tool to replace battery 
- ANKR all-weather sticker 

Does the ANKR have 
GPS built in? 
No. ANKRs do not have GPS built into 
them. The ANKR app uses the phone's 
GPS to keep your ANKR’s location 
updated and also shows you where 
your ANKR was last seen.  

What is ANKR’s range? 
ANKRs operate at a range of up to 250ft 
(80 meters). 

How many ANKR’s can 
the app keep track of at 
once? 
The ANKR app can track up to 20 
ANKRs at once. 

How long does the 
battery last? 
The battery lasts 6 months and is easily 
replaceable. 

What is a Safe Zone? 
A “Safe Zone" is a place where your ANKR 
app doesn’t notify you if you get 
separated from something. But you will 
get a notification if you leave a safe zone 
and leave things in it. 

For example, you don't need to be 
notified about leaving your purse behind 
if you walk outside your house (a Safe 
Zone) to check the mailbox.  But you will 
get a notification if you head to work with 
out your purse. 

How many Safe Zones can 
I have? 
You can create up to 20 Safe Zones within 
the app, such as your house, office, or 
gym. 

Do you charge a monthly 
fee for using ANKR? 
No. The ANKR app is free to use. Once 
you have paid for your device, you're 
good to go forever! You’ll just need to 
periodically change the battery. 

What is ANKR made of? 
ANKR is made with two-piece, impact-
resistant plastic. The device was built to be 
a long-lasting, durable solution for 
tracking your important stuff. 


